Summer 2009 SRO Research Projects

- **Professor Donald Brown** and **Professor Peter Jones**, “Solving the Afriat Inequalities with Wavelets and Kernels”
  Award: Kirsten Ling ‘10 ([Summary](#))
- **Professor Daylian M. Cain**, “Piles of Peanuts: Research on Small Consequence Decision Making”
  Award: Paul Wainer ‘11 ([Summary](#))
- **Professor Keith Chen**, “The Economic Behavior of Non-Human Primates”
  Award: Sophia Popova ‘11 ([Summary](#))
- **Professor Jason Fletcher**, “The Effects of Academic Probation on College Success”
  Award: Mansur Tokmouline ‘11 ([Summary](#))
- **Professor Cade Massey**, “On-Line Behavioral Research”
  Award: Merlyn Deng ‘11 ([Summary](#))
- **Professor A. Mushfiq Mobarak**, “Improved Cookstoves to Combat Indoor Air Pollution: A Randomized Intervention Study in Bangladesh”
  Award: Janhavi Nilekani ‘10 ([Summary](#))
- **Professor Tony Smith**, “Incentives in Professional Golf Tournaments”
  Award: Aneesh Raghunandan ‘11 ([Summary](#))
- **Professor Melissa Tartari**, “The Evolution of the Documented and Undocumented Population of Mexican Migrants to the US”
  Award: Sebastian Serra ‘11 ([Summary](#))
- **Professor Christopher Udry**, “Households, Land Rights and Agriculture in Burkina Faso”
  Award: Jie Bai ‘11 ([Summary](#))
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